COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF GENERAL STUDIES
GENERAL STUDIES STUDENT COUNCIL

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 21, 2004

Special Guests: Dean McGee, Dean Stellini

Present: Isak, Abbey, Liz, Marianna, Josh, Matan, Alyssa, Stephen, Pavan, Claudia, Josephine, Akiva, Jessica, Dalit, Katia, Omri, Ariel

Also in Attendance (non-voting members of the GSSC): Victor, Chris, Kasia, Doron, Erica

Absent: Kathryn

Quorum is established. (17/18)

I – Agenda Item – Dean McGee
Dean McGee welcomes the 2004-05 General Studies Student Council and shares with us her ideas about the GSSC as well as upcoming events, projects, and issues for the year.

II – Agenda Item – Dean Stellini
Dean Stellini welcomes the new Council as well and lets everyone know that he’s our advisor and is there to help us along the way in planning events and improving the University.

- Plan in Advance.
- Don’t depend on speed for paying a vendor.
- Do not spend money and expect a reimbursement.

III – Agenda Item – Budget Allocations
- Ariel suggests a startup budget of $1000
- Akiva suggests a larger amount to cover programming for the first two weeks.
  Motion: Matan moves to allocate $1500 for the startup budget to fund programming for the first two weeks.
  Second: Izak seconds.
  Vote: 13 in favor
         0 against
         3 abstentions

IV – Agenda Item – Town Hall Meeting

V – ABC Open Position
Pavan informs the council about the open position on the ABC.

VI – Emails
Ariel reviews our council’s policy on emails.
Dean Stellini advises the council members to follow the FACETS policy on email policy.